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THE BOOK OF REVELATION 
THE FINAL BATTLE BETWEEN ISHMAEL & ISAAC 

 

#17: The Book Opened--1
st
 & 2

nd
 Seals 

Revelation 6:1-2 
“Then I saw when the Lamb broke one of the seven seals, and I heard one of the four living 
creatures saying as with a voice of thunder, ‘Come.’  I looked, and behold, a white horse, and 
he who sat on it had a bow; and a crown was given to him, and he went out conquering and to 
conquer. ” 
 
OVERVIEW:  
Many teachers through the ages have claimed to know who the Antichrist would be: Martin 
Luther and John Calvin said it would be a Roman Catholic pope; a generation or two believed it 
to be Adolf Hitler; and a growing percentage of Christians today believe it is America's 
president.  Many ask if I believe that "he" (the Antichrist) is living and active in our world 
today.  That is an easy question to answer--yes!  The Antichrist is always alive and temporarily 
well.  It is my belief that he (Satan) possesses a human leader each generation, since he does 
not know the "appointed time" of his seven year reign. Therefore, he is always setting up and 
prepared for the final days.  Note: I will be spending the next few lessons clearly laying the 
foundation for this topic.  We need to stay away from conspiracy ideas and topics, and focus our 
efforts on a historical blend of the biblical eternal worldview of modern times. 
 
No matter how we look at it, things are certainly heating up.  Revelation chapter six (6) begins to 
unfold this great mystery.  One of the four creatures shouts out his words like they were coming 
from a thundering rain cloud.  John fixes his eyes upon a long awaited moment.  He is an 
eyewitness to the divine revelations of God--he actually saw and heard them!  Keep in mind, 
John was previously in tears due to the weight of the urgency of these seals being broken.  Now 
the time has come. He responds to the thundering voice and sees the opening of the first seal--
the revealing of the false Christ.  Also remember, the Rapture has already taken place and now 
we are looking into the window of what is to come.   
  
Critical Note:  The great white judgments of the seals and trumpets do not occur at the same 
time; one follows the other.  The judgments coming with the seals are lesser than those coming 
with the trumpets.  The Lamb of God is directly related to the judgments of the seals, and the 
angels are directly connected to the judgments of the trumpets. God, Himself, is intimately 
connected to the vials (bowls) of wrath.   
  
THE FIRST SEAL REVEALED 
  
In this passage, we find Satan replicating Christ once again.  There is much controversy 
regarding who is on this white horse.  Most theologians agree it is not Christ Jesus.  We know 
this to be true because of Psalm 45 and Rev. 19:11.   Secondly, we find this rider with a bow, 
but no arrow or sword. The bow has been a Hebrew symbol from the beginning of man's time as 
an instrument of terror and conquering with an iron hand.  The sword, on the other hand, has 
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been an eternal symbol of s-word--Word of Truth.  Plus, Jesus is to come from the sky, riding a 
white horse with a host of other riders clothed in white, who are also riding white horses.  This 
rider is a fake! 
  
We can conclude that this seal is revealing none other than the false Christ, known to all of us 
as the one of sin, the Antichrist.  This is not just an Antichrist--it is Satan in the flesh.  The 
reason Satan is so deceptive and such a good replicator is that he steals the pure symbols of 
Christ and uses them to accomplish his own objectives.  He has studied the customs, manners, 
symbols, and life of Christ with a mind of absolute intent.  He knows how to deceive mankind 
because he knows mankind looks more to the externals than the heart.  This is why so many 
will be deceived in the end.  He will "look," "sound," and "act" just like the original.  It will take a 
believer knowing the heart of Jesus to know a fake is a fake. 
  
When the bow is mentioned in the Hebrew, it always connected to "bow and “arrow” (Numbers 
24:8, Psalm 45, Zechariah 9:14).   In this case, there is no arrow.  When a ruler rides a white 
horse, carrying a bow with no arrow, it symbolizes that he comes in peace.  In Satan's case, he 
proclaims peace. Peace, but there is no peace.   
  
The crown given to him is another interesting factor.  Crowns are always presented on the day 
of victory---not before.  This rider comes into the scene with a crown that has not been earned, 
a common mistake Satan makes throughout history.  He probably does this because he knows 
the Lord will not give him one anyway.  This passage begs for a question to be asked: Who 
gave him this crown?  The answer is simple: the people of the world--the lovers of this new 
"Christ."  These lovers will be primarily the Jews, for they make a covenant agreement with 
Satan in their land, with the promise that Satan will bring "peace" to all of Israel.  This "peace" 
will only last 3 ½ years and then all hell will break loose! 
  
Finally, he went out conquering and to conquer.  Satan does obtain many victories in the land, 
although temporary and short-won, and gives the grave appearance of being the great victor of 
all times.  He then is worshipped by all nations for conquering and bringing "peace" to the entire 
world.  Not for long!  In the second half of his reign, he reveals his true character--or should I 
say, the lack of it. 
  
THE SECOND SEAL REVEALED 
 
Revelation 6:3-4 
 
“When He broke the second seal, I heard the second living creature saying, ‘Come’. And 
another, a red horse, went out; and to him who sat on it, it was granted to take peace from the 
earth, and that men would slay one another; and a great sword was given to him.” 
       
Rider #1 rides in on a white horse with a bow (but no arrow), conquering without any bloodshed-
-at least none that hits the daily news.  The second rider, the one on the red horse, is much 
different.  He comes in like a raging warrior, slaughtering anyone who gets in his way.  The 
following two passages help us understand this raging warrior.     
 
Isaiah 63:2 
“Why is Your apparel red, And Your garments like the one who treads in the wine press?”  
 
Revelation 12:3-4   
“Then another sign appeared in heaven: and behold, a great red dragon having seven heads 
and ten horns, and on his heads were seven diadems.  And his tail swept away a third of the 
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stars of heaven and threw them to the earth. And the dragon stood before the woman who was 
about to give birth, so that when she gave birth he might devour her child.” 
  
Again, we see God permitting a ruler to come and bring destruction on mankind.  God has used 
many leaders throughout history to purify and purge the people.  In this particular phase of 
Satan's rule, there will be a lot of destruction.  This seal is revealing the second half of Satan's 
7-year reign, which will be destruction like no man has seen before.  This will make Hitler look 
like a school yard bully.  There will be rivers of blood running through the streets of every 
community and in every nation that resists his leadership.  This is the time set aside for Satan to 
dump his stored wrath. Guess who the "dumping grounds" is?--God's chosen children.  From 
what we can discover in the Word, following Satan going after the Christians, he will simply 
unleash his wrath on anything or anybody that comes from God's creation. 
  
Keep in mind, the power Satan has during this period is given to him by God.  God uses the 
wrath of Satan to prepare for the grand finale.  It is a hard fact to accept, but God uses the 
enemy for His righteous reasons, which is to start the judgment process of mankind and the 
demonic realm.  Thank God, the Rapture has already taken place, because it is going to get 
pretty ugly from this seal forward.   
  
The phrase “that men should slay one another” will be understatement.  This bloodshed will not 
be an active war; it will be open mayhem of slaughter.  Every man will be against another.  Hate 
will rule every heart and community--brother against brother, sister against sister, children killing 
their parents, and trusted friends will not be found.  The color of the streets will match the color 
of Satan's second horse--RED. 
 
The type of hostility and hatred that will be displayed by all of mankind will reveal the truest 
condition of man's heart. This 3 ½ years of mayhem must occur in order to usher in the King of 
kings and Lord of lords on His pure white horse.    
  
Let’s take a look at what we have thus far: The first 3 ½ years are of peace--peace, but no real 
peace. The second half of the 7-year reign is the RED horse figure.  This figure is allowed by 
God to conduct business in a ruthless and bloody fashion.  This rider has a sword. There will be 
so much bloodshed, that the blood of the people will run through the streets like a river.  Believe 
it or not, this rider is commanded by God to take the peace from the earth and reveal the true 
and final character of Satan himself.  He is given the ability to arouse the hate and anger of all 
men. His hate will be directed toward the Lamb, the Lion of Judah, Jesus Christ.   
  
In these days, the value of the beast of the field will have more sanctity than human life 
itself.  The birth pangs of this movement occur when mankind fights more for the "rights" of 
animals than humans.  The spiritual parallel is this: Satan is the Beast and when people worship 
the Beast of the field over Christ--they worship Satan.  Ouch! 
  
You have undoubtedly heard, read, or seen wars and rumors of wars in your lifetime. But I can 
assure you that this war will be a war that will end all wars.  This slaughter will activate the final 
acts of revenge from God Himself.  The rider of the RED horse is clothed in the blood of all past, 
present, and future rebellion against God.  May we all pray for God's mercy over all family, 
friends, and strangers who refuse to accept the Groom as their Savior--before this RED rider 
comes riding into town.     
 
Special Note:  League of Nations--One World Government 
Woodrow Wilson designed a prototype of a One World Government, known as the League of 
Nations.  His positions on the peace treaty (ending World War I), were opposed by other world 
leaders--particularly Westerners.  He succeeded in getting, at the time, the ill-fated League of 
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Nations included in the Treaty of Versailles--the league that turned their backs on the great 
Christian Holocaust, which drove the Seven Churches out of Turkey.  This League became the 
archetype of the United Nations.   
 
Why all this talk about Wilson's dream?  Because the final stage of this world objective is now 
upon us.  Wilson introduced the concept, President Truman formed and established the United 
Nations, and guess who wants to be the "new kind of leader" who establishes the One World 
Government?  The primary reason most countries hate America is that American presidents 
keep coming up with this idea.  This is a threat to most Middle Eastern countries that believe 
their church and state are NOT to be separated (i.e. Judaism, Islam, Catholicism, etc.). 
Religions like these are willing to defend their beliefs--at any cost. 
  
Many historians often wonder where Wilson devised such an idealistic innovation. Woodrow 
was a hard man to like.  He was known to family, friends, and the nation as a loner who trusted 
in no one.  He was a candidate who came out of nowhere.  No one knew much about him.  He 
was a devoted Presbyterian man who gave off a strong sniff of sanctimony.  One overwhelming 
aspect of leadership needs to be noted:  Not all forms of destruction come in BIG packages 
(bombs).  Some of the most unassuming, unalarming, and boring presidents have had the 
longest and widest impact of domestic and foreign policy.  It is a technique liberal politicians 
have mastered through the years. They classically choose a leader who is easily controlled--
with the belief of being able to manage him freely, once in office.  Wilson was such a man--at 
least in the beginning.  Half-way through his presidency, something happened the nation didn't 
expect. Wilson became an active imperialist, liberal, Democrat who became the most 
interventionist president in U.S. history.  In his quiet mode, he firmly established the New 
Freedom agenda, passed the Clayton Antitrust Act, created the Federal Reserve, introduced the 
first income tax, ratified the 16th Amendment, planted the seed of One World Government 
(League of Nations), and that doesn't even cover the foreign affairs department. 
 
In 1918, Wilson's Fourteen Points for the League of Nations was compiled and readied for 
review.  Interesting as it is--not even the United States became a member.  It started the world 
in a direction that would ultimately force its people to join the League; and if they didn't, national 
security, rules on war, and medical/food assistance would be withheld from them.     
  
The plan was simple, as Wilson claimed: “That the world be made fit and safe to live in; and 
particularly that it be made safe for every peace-loving nation which, like our own, wishes to live 
its own life, determine its own institutions, be assured of justice and fair dealings by the other 
peoples of the world, as against force and selfish aggression. All the peoples of the world are in 
effect partners in this interest, and for our own part we see very clearly that unless justice be 
done to others it will not be done to us. The program of the world's peace, therefore, is our 
program, and that program, the only possible program, as we see it, is this: I. Open covenants 
of peace, openly arrived at, after which there shall be no private international understandings of 
any kind, but diplomacy shall proceed always frankly and in the public view.” 1 

 
What does this have to do with Revelation?  A lot, actually!  Documents show that Wilson's 
ideas were to unfold in three phases: the League of Nations, uniting of the nations (later known 
as the United Nations), and finally, One World Government.  Back in Wilson's time, his idea was 
considered a failure. But as continuous history shows us today, it was the most progressive 
seed to date for One World Government. The Liberals loved it and the Conservatives 
considered it to be the plan that would crumble the world into a pile of tyrannical dictators. 
Liberals, who had hoped that a world organization could bring lasting peace, felt the League 
was not powerful enough.  They believed it needed a "police force" that would manage rebels 
(later introduced by Truman through the United Nations).  To the socialist, Wilson's plan was not 
global enough, but all agreed it had the makings of true international order.  Many of the liberal 
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globalist institutions were birthed from Wilson's ideas: The Hague, the International Court of 
Justice (in The Netherlands), the Geneva Convention, the Supreme Council, the International 
Labor Organization, the Commonwealth Commission, the United Nations, and many more. 
Wilson had no idea how he was being used to establish the rider of the white horse (the 
Antichrist).  Over the next 25 years, each of these organizations grew into what Truman 
proposed as the United Nations.   
 
What is critical to know at this point is that these men and their ideas were used by God, and 
Satan, to set up for the 7-year reign of Satan.   
  
History has shown us that the most charming, quiet, and popular leaders oftentimes are the 
most damaging regarding our national freedom.  Leaders, such as these, are usually 
remembered in history as "peacemakers." But in reality, their decisions have assisted our nation 
in selling itself out to Socialism.   
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